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In this paper, some problems consisting of nonsmooth composite multiobjective
programs have been treated with V-r-invexity type of conditions. In particular, we
prove the generalized Karush]Kuhn]Tucker sufficient optimality theorem and
duality theorems for nonsmooth composite multiobjective programs. Also, weak
vector saddle point theorems are obtained for the composite programs under
V-r-invexity conditions. The results obtained generalize the results of Hun Kuk et
al. to some extent. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several classes of functions have been defined for the purpose of
weakening the limitations of convexity in mathematical programming.
w xHanson 3 introduced the concept of invexity and proved that the
Kuhn]Tucker conditions are sufficient for optimality of a nonlinear pro-
gramming problem under invexity conditions. Recently, several new con-
cepts concerning a generalized invex functions have been proposed. Among
w xthese, Jeyakumar and Mond 5 defined generalized V-invexity of differen-
tiable multiobjective programming problems which preserve the sufficient
optimality conditions and duality results as in the scalar case, and avoid
the major difficulty of verifying that the inequality holds for the same
Ž . w xfunction h ? , ? for invex functions. Later, Mishra and Mukherjee 10 and
w x w xLiu 9 further extended the results of Jeyakumar and Mond 5 to
nonsmooth multiobjective programming problems. Consequently, Jeyaku-
w xmar 6 introduced r-invexity for differentiable scalar-valued functions and
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investigated the sufficiency of the Karush]Kuhn]Tucker conditions, and
he obtained some duality theorems for the scalar nonlinear programming
w xproblem. Later, Jeyakumar 7 defined r-invexity for nonsmooth scalar-val-
ued functions, studied duality theorems for nonsmooth optimization prob-
lems, and gave relationships between saddle points and optima very
w xrecently, Hun Kuk et al. 4 defined V-r -invexity for vector-valued func-
tions, established sufficient optimality conditions, derived duality results
for nonsmooth multiobjective programs under the V-r -invexity assump-
tions, and obtained weak vector-saddle-point theorems in their paper.
w xOn the other hand, Jeyakumar and Yang 8 considered nonsmooth
convex composite multiobjective problems which are not necessarily con-
vex programming problems. Also, Lagrangian necessary conditions, new
sufficient optimality conditions, and duality results for efficient and prop-
erly efficient solutions were obtained by them. In a subsequent work,
w xMishra and Mukherjee 10 introduced generalized convex composite
multiobjective nonsmooth programming under the context of proper and
conditional proper efficiency and they obtained optimality and duality
w xresults in a similar context. Further, Mishra 11 studied Lagrange multipli-
ers, saddle point properties, and scalarizations aspect of composite multi-
objective nonsmooth programs.
Motivated by the above ideas, in this paper, we examine nonsmooth
multiobjective problems where the objective functions and the constraints
are compositions of V-r-invex functions. We prove generalized Karush]
Kuhn]Tucker sufficient optimality theorems and duality theorems for
composite nonsmooth multiobjective programs involving locally Lipschitz
functions. Finally, weak vector saddle-point theorems are also obtained
under V-r-invexity conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminary notations
and definitions, while in Section 3, we will show that the generalized
Karush]Kuhn]Tucker conditions are sufficient for a weak minimum of
Ž .CP . In Section 4, we will introduce Mond]Weir types of dual problems
and obtain weak and strong duality theorems. Finally in Section 5, we
prove weak vector saddle point theorems for the nonsmooth composite
Ž .multiobjective program CP in which the functions are locally Lipschitz.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and Rn be its nonnega-q
tive orthant. Throughout our discussion, the following will be needed in
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the sequel
x ) y and only if x ) y , i s 1, 2, . . . , ni i
x G y and only if x G y , i s 1, 2, . . . , ni i
and similarly for x - y and x F y.
A real-valued function f : Rn “ R is said to be locally Lipschitz if for
any z g Rn there exists a positive constant K and a neighborhood N of z
such that for each x, y g N,
5 5f x y f y F K x y y .Ž . Ž .
Ž w x.The generalized Clarke 1 directional derivative of a locally Lipschitz
0Ž .function f at x in the direction d denoted by f x; d is
f 0 x ; d s lim sup ty1 f y q td y f y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
y“x
t x0
The Clarke generalized subgradient of f at x is denoted by
› 0 f x s j : f 0 x ; d G j Td, ;d g Rn 4Ž . Ž .
In this paper, we consider the composite multiobjective programming
Ž .problem CP :
CP V-Minimize f F x , f F x , . . . , f F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 p p
subject to g G x F 0, j s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .Ž .j j
x g C
Žwhere C is a convex subset of a Banach space X, f , g i s 1, 2, . . . , p;i j
. nj s 1, 2, . . . , m are real-valued locally Lipschitz functions on R and Fi
and G are locally Lipschitz and Gateaux differentiable functions from Xj
into Rn, respectively. Suppose the feasible set is defined as follows:
E s x g Rn : g G x F 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m .Ž . 4Ž .j j
w xEgudo and Hanson 2 defined invexity of locally Lipschitz functions as
follows:
Ž . nDEFINITION 2.1. A locally Lipschitz f x is invex on X ; R if for x,0
Ž . nu g X there exists a function h x, u : X = X “ R such that0 0 0
f x y f u G j Th x , u ;j g › 0 f u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xEgudo and Hanson 2 generalized the V-invexity of Jeyakumar and
w xMond 5 to the nonsmooth case as follows:
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DEFINITION 2.2. A vector function f : X “ Rn is said to be V-invex if0
p  4there exist functions h: X “ R and a : X = X “ R _ 0 such that0 i 0 0 q
for each x, u g X :0
f x y f u y a x , u j Th x , u G 0 ;j g › 0 f u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
w xHun Kuk et al. 4 introduced V-r-invexity to the nonsmooth case as
follows:
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f : Rn “ R and g : Rn “ R be locally Lipschitzi j
functions for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and j s 1, 2, . . . , m respectively.
Ž . Ž .a f s f , . . . , f is V-r-invex with respect to functions h and1 p
n n n n n  4u : R = R “ R if there exists a : R = R “ R _ 0 and r g R,i q i
n Ž .i s 1, 2, . . . , p such that for any x, u g R and any j g › f u ,i i
2t
a x , u f x y f u G j h x , u q r u x , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i
Ž . Ž .b g s g , . . . , g is V-r-invex with respect to functions h and u :1 m
n n n n n  4R = R “ R if there exists b : R = R “ R _ 0 and s g R, i sj q i
n Ž .1, 2, . . . , m such that for any x, u g R and any z g › g x ,j j
2
b x , u g x y g u G z h x , u q s u x , u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j j
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f : Rn “ R and g : Rn “ R be locally Lipschitzi j
functions for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and j s 1, 2, . . . , m, and F and G are Gateauxi j
differentiable functions, respectively.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..a f F s f F , f F , . . . , f F is V-r-invex with respect to1 1 2 2 p p
n n n n n  4functions h and u : R = R “ R is there exists a : R = R “ R _ 0i q
and r g R, i s 1, 2, . . . , p such that for any x, u g Rn and any j gi i
Ž Ž ..› f F u ,i i
2t
a x , u f F x y f F u G j h x , u q r u x , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..b g G s g G , g G , . . . , g G is V-r-invex with respect to1 1 2 2 m m
n n n n n  4functions h and u : R = R “ R if there exists b : R = R “ R _ 0j q
and r g R, j s 1, 2, . . . , m such that for any x, u g Rn and any z gj j
Ž Ž ..› g G u ,j j
2
b x , u g G x y g G u G z h x , u q r u x , u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j j j j j
Ž .DEFINITION 2.5. A point u g X is said to be weak minimum of CP if
there exists no x g X such that
f F x - f F u , i s 1, 2, . . . , p.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
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3. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR
V-r-INVEX COMPOSITE PROGRAMS
In this section, we present that the generalized Karush]Kuhn]Tucker
Ž .conditions are sufficient for a weak minimum of CP .
w xThe following null space condition is as in Jeyakumar and Yang 8 .
nŽ pqm. p Ž . Ž Ž .Let x, a g X. Define K : X “ R [ hR by K x s F x , . . . ,1
Ž . Ž . Ž ..F x , G x , . . . , G x . For each x, a g X, the linear mapping A :p 1 m x, a
X “ RnŽ pqm. is given by
A y s d x , a F a y , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Žx , a 1 1
d x , a F a y , u x , a G a y , . . . , u x , a G a yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .p p 1 1 m m
Ž . Ž .where d x, a , i s 1, 2, . . . , p and u x, a , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are real positivei j
w xconstants. Also, recall from the generalized Farkas lemma of Craven 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . T Ž . T Ž Ž . Ž ..that K x y K a g A X iff A y s 0 « y K x y K a s 0.a, x x, a
w xLet us denote the null space of a function H by N H . For each x, a g X,
Ž . Ž .there exist real constants d x, a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , p and u x, a ) 0, j si j
1, . . . , m, such that
w xNC N X ; N K x y K a .Ž . Ž . Ž .x , a
Equivalently, the null space condition means that for each x, a g X, there
Ž . Ž .exist real constants d x, a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , p, and u x, a ) 0, j s 1, . . . , mi j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .and m x, a g X such that F x y F a s d x, a F a m x, a andi i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .G x y G a s u x, a G a m x, a .j j j j
Ž . n p mTHEOREM 3.1. Let x, t , l g R = R = R satisfy the generalized
Karush]Kuhn]Tucker conditions as follows:
p m
qX X0 00 g t › f F u F u q l › g G u G u y c y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i j j j j
is1 js1
g G u F 0 and l g G u s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j j j
t G 0, 1 s 1, 2, . . . , p , t te ) 0,i
l G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j
Ž . Ž .If f F is V-r-in¤ex and g G is V-s-in¤ex with respect to the same h and u
and
p m
t r q l s G 0,Ý Ýi i j j
is1 js1
Ž .then u is a weak minimum of P .
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Proof. Since
p m
qX X0 00 g t › f F u F u q l › g G u G u y c y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i j j j j
is1 js1
0 Ž Ž .. 0 Ž Ž ..implies the existence of j g › f F u and z g › g G u such thati i i j j j
p m
X XT Tt j F u q l z G u s 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i j j j
is1 js1
Ž .suppose that u is not a weak minimum of CP . Then there exists x g X
such that
f F x - f F u , i s 1, 2, . . . , p.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž .Since a x, u ) 0, we havei
a x , u f F x - a x , u f F u , i s 1, 2, . . . , p.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 2By the V-r-invexity of f F , for all i, we have j h x, u qr u x, u - 0,i i
0 Ž Ž ..for each j g › f F u . Hence, we obtaini i i
p p
2
t j h x , u q t r u x , u - 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
is1 is1
p m Ž .Since Ý t r q Ý l s G 0, it follows from 1 thatis1 i i js1 j j
m m
2X XTl z h x , u F u q l G u s u x , u ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j i j j j
js1 js1
Then, by the V-s-invexity of g, we obtain
m
Xb x , u G u l g G x y l g G u ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j j j j j j j j
js1
Ž Ž ..Since l g G u s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m, we havej j j
m
Xb x , u G u l g G u ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j j j j
js1
Ž .which is a contradiction to the conditions b x, u ) 0, l G 0 andj j
Ž Ž . Ž .g G x F 0. Hence, x is a weak minimum for CP , which completes thej j
proof.
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4. DUALITY
Ž .We consider the Mond]Weir type of dual problem D for the problem
Ž .CP :
D Maximize f F u , f F u , . . . , f F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 p p
subject to
p m
qX X0 00 g t › f F u F u q l › g G u G u y c y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i j j j j
is1 js1
l g G u G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m.Ž .Ž .j j j
u g X , t g R p , t G 0, i s 1, . . . , p ,i
l G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1 weak duality . Let x be feasible for CP and u, t , l be
Ž . m Ž . Ž .feasible for D . Assume that Ý l r G 0. If f F is V-r-in¤ex and g G isjs1 j j
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..V-s-in¤ex with respect to the same functions h and u , then f F x - f F u .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since u, t , l is feasible for D and b x, u ) 0, we havej
b x , u l g G x F b x , u l g G u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j j j j j j
Ž .Then, by the V-s-invexity of g G , we have
2 0l z h x , u q l s u x , u F 0, for each z g › g G u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j j j j j
Thus, we have
m m
2
l z h x , u q l s u x , u F 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
for each z g › 0 g G uŽ .Ž .j j j
p 0 Ž Ž .. XŽ . m 0 Ž Ž .. XŽ .Since 0 g Ý t › f F u F u q Ý l › g G u G u implies theis1 i i i i js1 j j j i
0 Ž Ž .. 0 Ž Ž .. pexistence of j g › f F u and z g › g G u such that Ý t j qi i i j j j is1 i i
Ým l z s 0,js1 j j
which implies that
p m
t j h x , u q l z h x , u s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i j j
is1 js1
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hence, from the assumption Ý p t r q Ým l r G 0, we obtainis1 i i js1 j j
p p
2
t j h x , u q t r u x , u G 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
is1 is1
Ž .Since f F is V-r-invex, we have
p
a x , u t f F x y t f F u G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i i i i
is1
Ž . T Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Again, since a x, u ) 0, t G 0, and t e s 1, we have f F x - f F u ,i i
which completes the proof.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2 strong duality . Let x be a weak minimum of CP and a
p mconstraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist t g R and l g R such
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that x, t , l is feasible for D . If f F is V-r-in¤ex and g G is V-r-in¤ex
Ž .with respect to the same functions h and u , then x, t , l is a weak minimum
Ž .of D .
Ž .Proof. x is a weak minimum of CP and a constraint qualification is
satisfied at x and from the generalized Karush]Kuhn]Tucker theorem
Ž w x. p mTheorem 6.1.3 of Clarke 1 there exist t g R and l g R such that
p m
X X0 00 g t › f F x F u q l › g G x G u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i j j j i
is1 js1
l g G x s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž .Ž .j j j
t G 0, i s 1, . . . , p , t Te ) 0,i
l G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j
T pSince t G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p and t e ) 0 and setting t s t rÝ t andi i i is1 i
m Ž . Ž .l s l rÝ l , then x, t , l is feasible for D . Since x is feasible forj j js1 j
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..CP , it follows from the weak duality Theorem 4.1 that f F x F f F ui i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .for any feasible u for D . Hence x, t , l is a weak minimum of D , which
completes the proof.
5. WEAK VECTOR SADDLE POINT
In this section, we prove weak vector saddle point theorems for the
nonsmooth composite multiobjective programs whose functions are locally
Lipschitz and Gateaux differentiable.
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Ž . Ž .For a problem CP , a point x, t , l is called to be a critical point of
Ž . Ž .CP if x is a feasible point for CP and
p m
00 g › t f F x q l g G x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i j j jž /
is1 js1
l g G x s 0, l G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž .Ž .j j j j
t G 0, i s 1, . . . , p , t Te ) 1.i
Note that
p m
0› t f F x q l g G xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i j j jž /
is1 js1
p m
0s t › f F x q l g G x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i j j jž /
is1 js1
Ž . Ž Ž .. T Ž Ž .. m mLet x, t , l s f F x q l g G x e, where x g R and l g R .q
Ž . Ž .Whenever we introduce L x, t , l , it means that L x, t , l has p
components.
n mŽ .DEFINITION 5.1. A point x, l g R = R is said to be a weak vectorq
n pŽ . Ž . Ž .saddle point if L x, t , l ) L x, t , l ) L x, t , l , for all x g R , t g R ,
and l g Rm .q
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1 saddle-point conditions . Let x, t , l be a critical point
Ž . Ž Ž .. T Ž Ž ..of CP . Assume that f F ? q l g G ? e is V-r-in¤ex with respect to
p Ž .functions h and u and Ý tr G 0. Then x, l is a weak ¤ector saddleis1 i
Ž .point of CP .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since x, t , l is a critical point for CP , there exists j gi
0 m pŽ Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ...› f F x q Ý l g G x such that Ý t j s 0. Again, sincei i js1 j j j is1 i i
2p p pŽ . 5 Ž .5Ý t r G 0, Ý t j h x, u q Ý t r u x, x G 0. From V-r-invex-is1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
TŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..ity of f F ? q l g G ? e, we obtain
p
T Ta x , x t f F x y f F x q l g G x y l g G x G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i i i
is1
for any x g Rn .
Ž . TSince a x, x ) 0, t G 0 and t e s 1, i s 1, . . . , p,i i
T Tf F x q l g G x e ) f F x q l g G x e,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž
for any x g Rn ,
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i.e.,
nL x , l ) L x , l , for any x g R .Ž . Ž .
Again, since
lTg G x F 0, for any l g Rm ,Ž .Ž . q
T T ml g G x y l g G x G 0, for any l g R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . q
T T pŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. .Thus, f F x q l g G x e y f F x q l g G x e g R and henceq
mL x , l ) L x , l , for any l g R .Ž . Ž . q
Ž . Ž .Thus x, l is a weak vector saddle point of CP which completes the
Ž .proof D .
p m Ž .THEOREM 5.2. If there exists t g R , l g R such that x, t , l is aq
Ž .weak ¤ector saddle point, then x is a weak minimum of CP .
Ž .Proof. Suppose that x, t , l is a weak vector saddle point. It follows
from the left side inequality of saddle-point conditions that
T Tf F x q l g G x e ) f F x q l g G x e,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any l g Rmq
T T mŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..Thus, l g G x e ) l g G x e, for any l g R and hence we haveq
T T ml g G x F l g G x , for any l g R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . q
TŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..Since l can be arbitrarily large, g G x F 0. Hence l g G x F 0.
T TŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Finally, letting l s 0 in 2 we obtain l g G x G 0. Thus, l g G x s 0.
Similarly, from the right side inequality of saddle-point conditions and
T Ž Ž .. Ž .l g G x s 0, we have for any feasible x for CP ,
f F x ) f F x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then, x is a weak minimum of CP , which completes the proof.
6. CONCLUSION
w xAs has been observed in 4 one can easily check the feature that
multiobjective fractional programs with V-r-invexity cannot be regarded as
multiobjective programs with V-r-invexity. So, one can extend the results
of the present paper for composite programs for the case of composite
fractional multiobjective programs with a slightly different approach.
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